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The push-pull amplifier has become standardized as the optimum circuit arrangement for providing 
adequate power output with a minimum of distortion-so long as the tubes are used under proper 
conditions. The author makes the performance of this type of amplifier thoroughly understandable. 

THE prSR-Pl'LL PO'\"ER orTPVT STAGE 

can bt> studied from many angles. A 
th(>oretical discussion on composite 

llihe ~harac.-tE'ristics is interesting aud 
inforwath"e. A SUT\(>~· of the practiral 
'Ipplirations of diffen.>nt push-pull or 
cri\"E'r rircuits is an illlPortant asset to 
"ny audiofan·s library. 

In this article, several refil1e~uE'nts in 
push-pull circuits v .. ill be discusst'd. 
ThE'Se refin(>ments an.> frequently dt"
~ign(>d into the amplifiE'r on an intuitiTe 
hnsis rather than a seientific one. The 
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Fig. 1" Typical -push-pull amplifier. 

iUlportan<."E' of a s('ielltifi(' analysis rather 
than instinct.ive llloti,oation can be well 
:'pprec.-iatt"d by tht' s(>riou~ hi-fi enthusi
:1~t. 

Graphical Analysis 

A typi~al sE'lf-biased triode push-pull 
untput amplifier is draw-n in Fig. 1. 
En·rytbing discu~sed about this triode 
n>ft'TF- t.o tht> pentode.as u-ell-but to an 
(>'oen larger degree due t.o the greater 
(ourYature of the tube characteri~ti('s. 

I t is • ..-ell known fact that there is 
n phast> shift of ISO deg. bf>twet>n th(' 
:.: rid and the plate of any tube. WhE'u 
tle signal at the grid Tt'aches a crest, the 
..;ignal" at the plate is at a trough. The 
rt"\"~not' is also truE'. The phase relation
-:,hip of • sine wave si~PIlal at the grid 
and plate of a tubt" is shol'm in Fig. 2. 
Xote the uest and trough reversal indi
t·ating a 180 deg. phase shift. 

This is true in the ~ase of both tubPs 
in the ~uit shown in Fig. 1. When " 
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Fig. 2. Grid.plate phase reversal-180-
deg. phase shift. 

is at a crf'st, Y is at the trough; when X 
is at a trough~ Z is at a crest-and 'rice 
-rersa. 

It is equally well knowll that the volt
age at Wand X must be exactly 180 
deg. out of phase and exactly equal in 
amplitude in ordt>r that the push-pull 
amplifier operat(> properly. These volt
ages at Wand X will appear as shown 
at (A) in Fig. 3. In class A opt'ration, 
the voltages at the respecti\"e platt's, 1 
"snd Z will appear -as shown at (B) in 
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Fig. 3, each equally shifted in phase due 
to the grid-plate phase relationship of 
the tube. The signal voltages at the 
plates will be greater than that at the 
grids due to tube amplification. 

The signal-,·oltage amplitude appear
ing between the plate of each tube and 
signal ground (B+ since C. in Fig. 1 is 
a short circuit to ground for signals) 
appears across one half of the output 
transformer. The signal voltage between 
Y and B+ due to tube I appears across 
the upper half of the transformer, 
while the signal voltage between Z ftnd 
B+ due to tube II appears across the 
lower half of the transformer. 

"When the voltages at Z and Y are 
equal, there is no difference of potential 
between the ends of the transformer. 
The signals will then cancel out and no 
voltage will appear at the output. 

If the voltages are unequal, or equal 
and 180 deg. out of phase, the difference 
of the instantaneous voltages at the 
plates will appear across the trans
former. This will be the output signal. 

In (B) of Fig. 3, let us assume a peak 
signal voltage of 30 volts between the 
plates of each tube and ground. At the 
beginning of the "cycle, at the midpoint 
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Fig. 3. Push pull signal under normal operation. Note phase relationship of grids 
Wand X and phaes relationship of plates Y and Z. Output is double the output from 

each plate individually. 
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